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E
lectron�phonon coupling (EPC) refers
to the dependence of electronic-state
energies on displacement of the nu-

clei along a phonon coordinate. Distorting
the nuclei changes the energy gaps be-
tween electronic states and therefore mod-
ulates electronic relaxation processes. Ele-
ctronic excitation also induces nuclear
motion by changing the equilibriumnuclear
positions from their ground-state values.
Themagnitude of EPC is typically expressed
through the Huang�Rhys factor S, which is
the ratio of one-phonon to zero-phonon
intensity in the low-temperature optical
spectrum. S =Δ2/2, whereΔ is the displace-
ment between the ground- and excited-
state potential minima along the dimen-
sionless phonon coordinate q, where q = 1
at the classical turning point in the vibra-
tional ground state (i.e., when the dimen-
sionless phonon coordinate is unity, the
vibrational potential energy equals the total
vibrational zero-point energy).
The magnitude and frequency distribu-

tion of electron�phonon coupling contri-
butes to the time scales and efficiencies of
several photophysical processes of funda-
mental and technological significance in
semiconductor nanocrystals (SCNCs). These
include carrier multiplication, the process
whereby absorption of one high-energy
photon produces two or more electron�
hole pairs instead of dissipating the excess
photon energy as heat;1�4 interfacial charge
separation, the transfer of an electron or
hole from a SC NC to a molecular acceptor
on the surface5 or across a heterojunction
between two different semiconductors;6�8

and other processes that depend on the
time scales for dissipation of the excess
energy of charge carriers. Accordingly, the
magnitude of EPC in SC NCs and its depen-
dence on NC composition, size, and shape
are interesting and relevant questions. Pho-
nons in SC NCs are usually treated as being

similar to those of the bulk materials, the
most important difference arising from the
reduced translational symmetry of the NC.
The phonons no longer have well-defined
wave vectors, leading to changes in selec-
tion rules, and NCs have surface modes not
present in the bulk. Electronic excitations in
SC NCs also differ from those in the bulk
material as evidenced by, for example, the
energy shifts caused by quantum confine-
ment. Thus the magnitudes and phonon
frequency distributions of EPC in NCs may
differ from those in the bulk for reasons
related to differences in both the phonons
and the charge carrier excitations. Yet de-
spite many experimental and theoretical
studies of EPC in SC NCs, little consensus
has emerged from them.9 This paper deals
exclusively with coupling of phonons to
electron�hole pairs (excitons), not to intra-
band transitions of isolated electrons10 or
holes.
This work focuses on the widely studied

II�VI semiconductor, cadmium selenide.
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ABSTRACT Phonon frequencies and eigenvectors, electron�phonon couplings, and the

associated resonance Raman spectra have been calculated for approximately spherical, wurtzite

form CdSe nanocrystals having radii of 1.4 to 2.3 nm and containing 318 to 1498 atoms. Calculations

of the equilibrium geometries and phonon modes are carried out using an empirical force field, and

the electron and hole wave functions are calculated as particle-in-a-sphere envelope functions

multiplying the Bloch functions, with valence-band mixing included for the hole functions. The

coupling of each phonon mode to the 1Se�1S3/2 and 1Se�2S3/2 excitations is evaluated directly

from the change in Coulombic energy along the phonon coordinate. Ten to 50 different modes in

each crystal have significant Huang�Rhys factors, clustered around two frequency regions: acoustic

phonons at 20�40 cm�1 depending on crystal size, and optical phonons at 185�200 cm�1. The

Huang�Rhys factors are larger for the acoustic modes than for the optical modes and decrease with

increasing crystal size, and the Huang�Rhys factors for each group of modes are smaller for the

1Se�2S3/2 than for the 1Se�1S3/2 excitation. These results are compared with measurements of

electron�phonon coupling in CdSe nanocrystals using different experimental techniques.

KEYWORDS: electron�phonon coupling . CdSe nanocrystal . resonance Raman .
semiconductor nanoparticle . Huang�Rhys factor
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The phonons of CdSe NCs are assigned as longitudi-
nal optical (LO) phonons near 210 cm�1,11�24 trans-
verse and surface optical modes at slightly lower
frequencies,11�14 and acoustic phonons at still lower
frequencies.20�25 The optical phonon frequencies are
quite similar to those in bulk CdSe, while the acoustic
frequencies depend strongly on particle size. Standard
dielectric continuum models attribute EPC for optical
phonons to the Fröhlich interaction, in which the
phonons generate a macroscopic oscillating polariza-
tion that modulates the periodic potential that deter-
mines the electronic band energies.11,26 Acoustic
modes are coupled through the deformation potential
(the shift in the electronic band energies caused by a
static displacement of the atomic positions) and the
piezoelectric potential (the macroscopic electric polar-
ization induced by an acoustic vibration).26�28 As
discussed by Alivisatos et al.,15 both calculation of the
Fröhlich interaction and analysis of the resonance Ra-
man overtone progression for the longitudinal optical
(LO) phonon in bulk CdSe yield S∼ 10 (note that eq 3 of
this reference implies the definition S=Δ2, notΔ2/2). In
strongly confined NCs, where the electron and hole
wave functions have greater spatial overlap, most
calculations predict S < 0.1 for both acoustic and
optical phonons.27,29,30 The coupling has variously
been predicted to be independent of NC size,11 to
increase with decreasing size,26,28 or to have a more
complicated size dependence.27,29,31 Experimentally,
EPC for electron�hole pairs has been studied in II�VI
semiconductor NCs through several techniques as
summarized in ref 9. The experimental S values re-
ported for the LO phonon of spherical CdSe NCs range
from <0.02 to 0.5, considerably smaller than for bulk
CdSe,15 but the range of values obtained for both the
optical and acoustic phonons of particles of similar size
is more than an order of magnitude.12,15,19�21,24,27,32,33

Some recent studies find the EPC to be stronger for
optical than for acoustic phonons,24 while others find
the reverse.20,21 Size-dependent studies have found S

for the LO phonon to be essentially independent of NC
size,11,13 to increase with decreasing size,17,33 and to
decrease with decreasing size.20 Different coupling
strengths for different excitonic states may also be a
confounding factor that has not been considered in
most studies. The coupling to both acoustic and
particularly optical phonons has been reported to be
a strong function of excitonic state, becoming weaker
for higher-lying states.20,21

Most discussions of SC NC phonons adopt a macro-
scopic picture which treats them as confined versions
of the bulk crystal phonons. Atomistic simulations of
phonon frequencies using empirical potentials have
been reported for GaP,34 Ge,35 InAs,36 SiGe,37 and
GaAs/AlAs core�shell NCs38 with thousands of atoms.
None of those studies addressed EPC, although an
atomistic phonon model was coupled with a bond

polarizability approach to calculate the size depen-
dence of nonresonant Raman intensities in Si quantum
dots,39 and pseudopotential density functional calcu-
lations have been used to calculate nonresonant
Raman spectra in Si NCs with several hundred atoms.40

In this paper, a well-tested empirical force field for
CdSe41 is employed to calculate equilibrium geome-
tries and phonon frequencies and eigenvectors for
model CdSe nanocrystals having up to 1498 atoms
(particle radius ∼2.3 nm). These phonon modes are
combined with the electron and hole wave functions
generated from an envelope function/Bloch function
model for the electron and hole wave functions to
compute the electron�phonon coupling strengths for
each phonon mode. These EPCs are then used to
calculate the resonance Raman spectra.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Calculations were performed on 15 stoichiometric
CdSe nanocrystals ranging in radius from 1.4 to 2.3 nm
and consisting of 318 to 1498 atoms. Calculations
were also performed on four nonstoichiometric NCs
of about 2.3 nm radius having a net excess of up to
10 cations or up to 11 anions. Figure 1 shows the
minimized structures of several representative stoi-
chiometric crystals. All of the structures are roughly
spherical and predominantly crystalline, but there is
considerable surface reconstruction. For the purpose
of calculating the electronic wave functions, the NCs
were taken to be spherical with a radius equal to that of
the most distant atom.
The calculated phonon frequencies range from near

0 to slightly under 300 cm�1. The phonon density of
states is very similar for all sizes of NCs examined, as
shown in Figure 2. From about 30�220 cm�1, there are
no gaps or very sparse regions in the phonon density of
states. Visual inspection of the normal modes reveals
considerable variety in the nature of the motions,
particularly with regard to the extent of delocalization
of the modes. Modes with nearly degenerate frequen-
cies are in some cases highly delocalized over the
entire crystal and in other cases largely localized to
just a handful of atoms. In this regard, the phonons of
even the largest clusters have more in common with
vibrations of large molecules than with confined ver-
sions of the phonons of a perfect bulk crystal.
Figure 3 plots the distribution of Huang�Rhys fac-

tors in both the 1Se�1S3/2 and 1Se�2S3/2 transitions
for three representative structures spanning the size
range examined. Most of the active modes can be
divided into a group in the acoustic frequency range
from 10 to 75 cm�1 and a group in the optical fre-
quency range from 170 to 210 cm�1. Modes at inter-
mediate frequencies exhibit very weak EPC despite
being well represented in the phonon density of states
(Figure 2). All structures examined have a number
of modes with significant EPC. Each NC has between
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10 and 50 different modes for which the Huang�Rhys
factors S are within a factor of 10 of the largest single
one. The actual number of different modes with sig-
nificant S values is similar in large and small NCs, but
the activemodes span a narrower range of frequencies
in the larger crystals. Direct comparison of these “EPC
spectra” to experimental high-resolution electronic
spectra of CdSe NCs is complicated by the band-edge
exciton fine structure.1,32,42 The 1Se�1S3/2 transition,
eight-fold degenerate in a simple model, is split by the
crystal field and the electron�hole exchange interac-
tion into five sublevels. Three of these are dipole-
allowed, giving rise to additional fine structure in the
high-resolution photoluminescence excitation spectra
that complicates observation of the vibronic structure.
The lowest of the five levels for nearly spherical NCs is
a dipole-forbidden “dark exciton”, and single-particle
or line-narrowed emission at very low temperatures
occurs through phonon-assisted mechanisms which
produce a different vibronic intensity pattern from a
simple Franck�Condon progression. For these reasons,

we have not attempted to compare the results of these
calculations to experimental spectra.
Themaximum S for any single phononmode ranges

from 0.4 to 0.8 for the smallest NCs to 0.15�0.35 for the
largest ones and varies considerably even among NCs
of similar size. Amore useful measure of EPC is the sum
of the Huang�Rhys factors for all modes in a given
frequency range, a quantity that is much more con-
stant among different structures of similar size. (The
fraction of the total absorption or emission intensity in
the electronic origin is given by exp(�∑Si).) The pho-
nons have been grouped into those with frequencies
below 100 cm�1 and above 100 cm�1, corresponding
roughly to the acoustic and optical modes, respec-
tively. The sum of the Huang�Rhys factors for the
acousticmodes in the 1Se�1S3/2 transition ranges from
about 7 for the smallest NCs to about 2 for the largest
ones, as shown in Figure 4. For the 1Se�2S3/2 transition,
the acoustic mode couplings are smaller but follow the
same trend with NC size. For the optical modes in the
1Se�1S3/2 transition, this sum ranges from about 1.2

Figure 1. Top row: structureswith 326 atoms (left) and1204 atoms (right), viewedalong the y and x axes, respectively. Bottom
row: structures with 746 atoms (left) and 1482 atoms (right) viewed along the z axis. Blue atoms are Cd and yellow are Se.
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for the smallest NCs to about 0.55 for the largest ones
(Figure 5). The average Huang�Rhys factor per mode
varies even more strongly with size, dropping by an
order of magnitude from the smallest to the largest NCs.
The optical mode couplings are considerably smaller for
the 1Se�2S3/2 transition and have only a weak depen-
dence on NC size. Results are not shown for the non-
stoichiometric structures, but no significant systematic
differenceswere observed in either thephonon frequen-
cies or the coupling strengths between stoichiometric

and nonstoichiometric structures in the 1400�1500
atom size range.
Figure 6 shows the resonance Raman spectra calcu-

lated for three different NCs spanning the same size
range as those in Figure 3, assuming resonancewithboth
the 1Se�1S3/2 and 1Se�2S3/2 excitations. The optical
modes are comparatively much more prominent in the
Raman spectra than in Figure 3because theω2weighting
of the Raman intensities suppresses the relative intensi-
ties of the lower-frequency modes. The 1Se�2S3/2 reso-
nant spectra are qualitatively similar to the 1Se�1S3/2
spectra. As shown in Figure 3, with increasingNC size, the
coupled modes become more tightly clustered into a
small range of frequencies, making the Raman spectra of
the larger NCs appear simpler.
Figure 7 summarizes the frequencies of the low-

frequency and high-frequency peaks in the calculated
1Se�1S3/2 resonance Raman spectra for all 15 stoichio-
metric NCs examined. The lowest-frequency acoustic
mode moves to lower frequencies as the NC size
increases, as expected.20,21,25,27,43,44 The effective fre-
quency of the principal coupled optical modes, how-
ever, exhibits no clear trend with NC size.

Figure 2. Phonon density of states for three representative
NCs.

Figure 3. Distribution of Huang�Rhys factors for three
representative NCs with the indicated stoichiometries and
radii of 1.39, 1.88, and 2.28 nm. Black squares, 1Se�1S3/2
transition; red circles, 1Se�2S3/2 transition.

Figure 4. Sumof Huang�Rhys factors for all phononmodes
below 100 cm�1 as a function of NC size for the two
electron�hole states considered.

Figure 5. Same as Figure 2, for the modes above 100 cm�1.
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The Huang�Rhys factor, while perhaps the simplest
measure of electron�phonon coupling, may not be
the most relevant one. For many purposes, a better
measure is the reorganization energy λ = pωS,45 the
energy difference between the electronically excited
configuration at the vertical (ground-state) geometry
and at the relaxed excited-state geometry. The reorga-
nization energy determines the phonon contribution
to the optical transition bandwidth and to the rate
constant for nonradiative processes. Figure 8 displays
the total reorganization energy in low-frequency and
high-frequency modes for both excitations. In both
states, the acoustic and optical modes make fairly
similar contributions to the reorganization energy,
with the acoustic modes dominating at small NC sizes
and the optical modes becoming more important for
larger crystals. For comparison, the reorganization
energy associated with the LO phonon in bulk CdSe,
using the reported Huang�Rhys factor of S∼ 10,15 is λ
∼ 2100 cm�1.

The clearest conclusion from this work is that the
overall electron�phonon coupling strength for these
approximately spherical CdSe nanocrystals decreases
monotonically with increasing size over the range of
1.4 to 2.3 nm radius. This conclusion holds for both
acoustic and optical phonons for the lowest-energy
1Se�1S3/2 electron�hole excitation and also holds at
least for the acoustic phonons for 1Se�2S3/2 excitation.
This result agrees with the early theoretical results of
Schmitt-Rink et al.26 and of Takagahara,28 the early
resonance Raman experiments of Scamarcio et al.,17

and the more recent femtosecond pump�probe re-
sults of Salvador et al.33 and Sagar et al.,20 although
not with some other theoretical and experimental
reports.11,29�31 Reduction in EPC with increased delo-
calization of the electronic wave functions is a familiar
result in the spectroscopy of molecules and molecular
aggregates. For example, across the series of linear
polyenes, the smallest members (ethylene and butadi-
ene) exhibit more extensive vibronic structure in their

Figure 6. Calculated Raman spectra for three representative NCs with radii of 1.38, 1.84, and 2.26 nm, on resonance with the
three indicated transitions.

Figure 7. Frequencies of the lowest acoustic phonon peak
(left-hand axis, squares) and the optical phononpeak (right-
hand axis, circles) in the simulated 1Se�1S3/2 resonance
Raman spectrum as a function of NC radius.

Figure 8. Sum of reorganization energies for all phonon
modes below100 cm�1 and above 100 cm�1 as a function of
NC size for the two electron�hole states considered.
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absorption spectra than do the longer members
(octatetraene and up),46 and the optical spectra of
J-aggregated dyes are characterized by a very strong
electronic origin and negligible intensity in vibronic
sidebands compared with the constituent monomers.47

This analogy is expected to hold only for SC NCs in the
size range corresponding to strong confinement, that
is, radii considerably smaller than the Bohr radius of the
bulk exciton, ∼5.4 nm for CdSe.48 Strongly confined
NCs and bulk SCs differ qualitatively in the nature of
both the electron�hole wave functions and the pho-
non modes, as evidenced, for example, in the much
larger reorganization energy in bulk CdSe than in
“large” strongly confined NCs. These calculations also
find that the acoustic phonons have larger Huang�
Rhys factors than the optical phonons by factors of
roughly 2 to 8. This trend is in agreement with the recent
femtosecond pump�probe studies by Sagar et al.,20,21

while the opposite trend was obtained from the three-
pulse photon echo experiments of McKimmie et al.24

The present calculations yield EPC strengths that are
considerably larger than found in most experiments,
although the total vibrational reorganization energy is
still relatively small compared with reorganization en-
ergies accompanying electronic excitation in most
molecules and, apparently, with that of bulk CdSe.
For the optical modes, these calculations find S values
in the 0.3�1.2 range (λ = 25�100 cm�1). While some
prior studies have found values this high,15,24,32 other
experimental values are lower19,27 by as much as an
order of magnitude.20,21 The calculated acoustic mode
EPCs of S > 1 (λ > 50 cm�1) exceed experimental
estimates by 1�2 orders of magnitude.20�22,24 Not all
of the experimental systems are directly comparable to
those calculated here (e.g., some were performed on
larger particles or core�shell systems), and the emis-
sion spectra measured on single NCs are weighted
toward those NCs whose emission was most stable to
both “blinking” and spectral diffusion. While the range
among EPCs obtained from different experiments, and
even for different NCs in the same experiment, is quite
large, it does appear that these calculations overesti-
mate the absolute magnitude of the EPC. Possible
reasons are discussed below.
The dependence of EPC on the nature of the electron

andholewave functions has rarely been addressed in the
literature even though resonance Raman and femtose-
cond pump�probe experiments are often carried out at
wavelengths that are resonant with higher-lying transi-
tions. The present calculations find that the EPC for both
acoustic and optical modes is considerably weaker for
1Se�2S3/2 excitation than for 1Se�1S3/2 excitation. This
result agrees qualitatively with the conclusions of Sagar
et al., who found that the EPC for optical phonons, in
particular, decreases rapidly with increasing excitation
energy (i.e., in the sequence 1Se�1S3/2, 1Se�2S3/2,
1Pe�1P3/2, 1Se�2S1/2).

The calculated frequencies of the strongly coupled
optical modes cluster slightly below 200 cm�1,
whereas experimental Raman spectra of CdSe NCs in
this size range have their dominant peak in the
203�208 cm�1 range.13,15,49 The Rabani force field
applied to bulk CdSe gives a calculated frequency of
about 212 cm�1 for the zone center Γ1 (A1) LO
phonon,41 in very good agreement with the experi-
mental Raman frequency in the bulk.50,51 Thus, these
calculations predict that NCs undergo a greater reduc-
tion in the frequencies of the coupled optical modes
relative to the bulk than is observed experimentally.
The NCs studied here do have some calculated frequen-
cies above 205 cm�1, but all suchmodes have veryweak
EPCs. Examination of themode character of the strongly
and weakly coupled modes in the 185�215 cm�1

region shows that the modes with strong EPC, which
mostly fall slightly below 200 cm�1, are typically delo-
calized over the crystal and involve significant motions
of a large number of atoms, while the weakly coupled
modes calculated in the 205�210 cm�1 range tend to
be comparatively localized. Experimental Raman spec-
tra of CdSe NCs show a weak, broad shoulder in the
185�200 cm�1 region which is generally assigned as a
surface optical phonon,11�13,49,52 but the phonons in
the 185�200 cm�1 region that are calculated to have
strong EPC are not localized on the surface atoms. There
is no clear explanation for the softening in the frequen-
cies of the delocalized LO-type phonons in the NCs
relative to the bulk, but it may be related to the absence
of capping ligands or an external medium in the
calculations.
This study seeks insight into the electron�phonon

coupling in CdSe nanocrystals by using a well-tested
empirical force field to calculate the structures and
phonon frequencies and eigenvectors for crystals of
varying sizes. This approach captures not only phonon
confinement but also effects on the phonon modes of
surface reconstruction and small deviations from sphe-
rical symmetry. While the model employed for the
phonons is thus fairly realistic, the EPC calculations
presented here have two principal limitations. First,
the energy minimization and phonon calculations are
performed in a vacuum; the surface atoms are un-
capped, and there is no external medium. The pre-
sence of ligands on the surface atoms, or a shell of a
different semiconductor, will affect the frequencies
and mode characters of phonons that involve signifi-
cant motion of surface atoms. The effects are expected
to be larger for acoustic phonons, which involve overall
“breathing” of the NC, than for the optical phonons.
The other major limitation is the use of particle in a
sphere envelope function with a very simple model for
the Bloch functions for the electron and hole wave
functions. Consistent with an empirical force field that
involves only isotropic Coulombic and Lennard-Jones
interactions, the electron and hole have been assigned
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as point charges on the nuclei, distributed according to
a spherically symmetric envelope function.While this is
expected to capture the dominant effects of electron�
hole pair creation on phonon motion, it may be a
significant approximation. The choice of Bloch function

delocalization was found to change the Huang�Rhys
factor by an order of magnitude in prior calculations of
the deformation potential coupling to a uniform elastic
spheremodel for the acoustic phonons.27 Both of these
limitations will be addressed in future work.

METHODS

Geometries and Phonon Modes. Calculations of the equilibrium
geometries and phonon frequencies and eigenvectors of CdSe
NCs were carried out using the General Utility Lattice Program
(GULP).53 This program was originally developed for calculating
a variety of structural and thermodynamic properties, including
phonon dispersion curves, for crystalline solids, but it also works
efficiently for clusters of thousands of atoms. It generates both
phonon frequencies and the eigenvectors needed to calculate
electron�phonon coupling. First, the known bulk lattice pa-
rameters41 were used to create a chunk of wurtzite CdSe, and all
atoms beyond a certain radius from a selected origin were
deleted. Atoms having only one nearest neighbor were then
sequentially eliminated from the structure. Choosing different
origins and radii produced some structures that were stoichio-
metric and others that had a significant excess (up to 11 atoms)
of either cations or anions. GULP was then used to optimize the
geometry of the cluster. The calculations employed the Rabani
force field (Coulomb plus Lennard-Jones) for CdSe.41 This force
field has been employed successfully in a number of molecular
dynamics calculations on both bulk54�56 and nanoscale57�59

CdSe. The phonon frequencies and eigenvectors were then
generated at the optimized geometry, and the calculated
reduced masses were used to normalize the Cartesian displace-
ments to the true displacements corresponding to q = 1.
Structures were displayed, and normal modes were visualized
using visual molecular dynamics60 with the NMWiz plugin
(https://simtk.org/home/nmwiz).

Electron and Hole Wave Functions. The electron and hole wave
functions corresponding to the two lowest-energy allowed
absorption bands in CdSe NPs, denoted 1Se�1S3/2 and 1Se�
2S3/2, were calculated as particle-in-a-sphere envelope func-
tions multiplying the Bloch functions. As the lowest-energy
conduction band state is fairly well-isolated, a simple particle-in-
a-sphere model61�64 was employed for the electron using an
effective mass of 0.13.15,64 The potential was taken to be zero
inside the NP (r e r0) and 4 eV outside the particle (r > r0),
allowing for some penetration of the electron wave function
outside the physical edge of the NP (the ionization potential of
the electron is finite). To simplify numerical solution, the
potential was assumed to be infinite beyond a larger radius
rout, whose exact value does not matter as long as it is large
enough that the wave functions have decayed essentially to
zero; for this problem, rout was chosen to be 1 nm greater than
r0. It is then straightforward to diagonalize the radial Hamilto-
nian in a basis of the spherical Bessel functions that constitute
the eigenstates of the problem V = 0 for re rout, V =¥ for r > rout.
The lowest-energy eigenstate was then taken to be the envel-
ope function for the 1Se conduction band state.

The wave functions for the valence-band (hole) states are
complicated by valence-band mixing caused by spin�orbit
coupling. The valence band is composed of p atomic orbitals
on Se having angular momentum l = 1, which couple to the
spin-1/2 hole to produce Bloch states of angular momentum J =
3/2 or J = 1/2. The eigenstates of the Hamiltonian must then be
eigenstates of total angular momentum F = Jþ L, where L is the
orbital angular momentum of the envelope function. The
formulation and solution of this problem are discussed in many
places.65�69 For CdSe, the lowest-energy valence-band states
originate from the J = 3/2 components (heavy hole and light
hole) and are only weakly coupled to the J = 1/2 (split-off hole)
component. States of total F = 3/2 and even parity originate

from the combination of Bloch functions with J = 3/2 and
envelope functions with L = 0 or L = 2. Thus, while the top of
the valence band is generally referred to as 1S3/2, the corre-
sponding envelope function is actually a combination of S-type
and D-type functions. The F = 3/2 hole functions are four-fold
degenerate (MF = 3/2, 1/2, �1/2, and �3/2) and are given by66

ψM ¼ 2 ∑
l ¼ 0, 2

Rl (r)( � 1)M � 3=2 ∑
mþ μ¼M

3=2 l 3=2
μ m �M

 !
Ym
l (θ,φ)uμ

(1)

where the uμ is the Bloch function (μ = 3/2, 1/2,�1/2,�3/2), the
quantity in large parentheses is a Wigner 3j symbol, and Yl

m is a
spherical harmonic that constitutes the angular part of the
envelope function. The potential is taken to be infinite outside
the crystal (r > r0), a reasonable approximation for the holes
which penetrate less into the classically forbidden region than
the electrons because of their greater effective mass. The radial
functions are then given by66

R0(r) ¼ A j0(jr=r0) � j0(j)

j0(j
ffiffiffi
β

p
)
j0(j

ffiffiffi
β

p
r=r0)

" #

R2(r) ¼ A j2(jr=r0)þ j0(j)

j0(j
ffiffiffi
β

p
)
j2(j

ffiffiffi
β

p
r=r0)

" # (2)

where A is a normalization constant chosen such that
R
drr2[R0

2(r)
þ R2

2(r)] = 1, jl is a spherical Bessel function, β is the ratio of light-
hole to heavy-hole effectivemasses (β = 0.28 was used),66 and φ

is the first (for 1S3/2) or second (for 2S3/2) root of the equation

j0(j)j2(
ffiffiffi
β

p
j)þ j2(j)j0(

ffiffiffi
β

p
j) ¼ 0 (3)

The EPC calculations require only the square of the wave
function, which determines the charges on the atoms. Calcu-
lating ∑M|ψM|

2 and integrating over the Bloch coordinates
leaves the simple result that the square of the envelope
function is spherically symmetric and has a radial part given
by R0

2(r) þ R2
2(r).

Once thewave functionswerecalculated, thechanges incharge
distribution produced by electron�hole pair formation were calcu-
latedbyassigningeachCd (Se) atomachargeequal to the squareof
the electron (hole) wave function at that point in space, normalizing
the total charge tounity. Theelectronandholewere treatedaspoint
charges located at the centers of the atoms for consistencywith the
Rabani ground-state force field, which treats the Coulombic part of
the potential as arising from point charges.

Electron�Phonon Coupling. The Huang�Rhys factor for each
phonon mode i is given by Si = Δi

2/2, where Δi, the displace-
ment between ground and excited electronic state minima
along dimensionless coordinate i in the linear electron�pho-
non coupling limit, is given by dEeg/dqi = pωiΔi, where Eeg is
the energy difference between excited and ground states.
The electrostatic energy due to Coulomb interactions is EC =
∑i∑j>i(qiqj)/rij, so Eeg is simply given by the difference between
the Coulombic energy when the atoms have their ground-
state charges and that when the atomic charges have been
modified by electron�hole pair formation. The Lennard-
Jones contribution to the energy was assumed to be identical
in the ground and excited states. All calculations were carried
out with the assumption of harmonic vibrations and linear
electron�phonon coupling.
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Resonance Raman Spectra. Resonance Raman spectra were
calculated by assuming that the Raman intensity in mode i is
proportional to Δi

2ωi
2, the square of the slope of the excited-

state potential energy surface along the ground-state dimen-
sionless phonon coordinate, and assigning a Lorentzian line
width of 4 cm�1 (fwhm) to each phonon transition. Resonance
Raman intensities actually depend in a complex manner on the
EPCs for all phonons as well as the homogeneous and inhomo-
geneous electronic line broadening, degree of detuning from
resonance, and interference effects among multiple resonant
transitions,70 but I ∼ Δ2ω2 is usually a good approximation
for low-frequency vibrations and unstructured electronic
spectra.70�72 Overtone and combination band intensities also
depend in a complex manner on a number of factors including
the EPC strengths, the frequencies of the modes involved, and
the electronic dephasing rates. Overtones and combination
bands of low-frequencymodes are typically strongly attenuated
in Raman spectra relative to their intensities in a resolved
absorption or emission spectrum. In view of the uncertainties
involved, the Raman overtone and combination bandswere not
calculated. The approximation I∼ Δ2ω2 implicitly assumes that
the temperature is low enough that most of the population
starts in the vibrational ground state of all important vibrational
modes, which effectively requires a temperature of 20�30 K or
lower. Somedeviations from the scaling of Raman intensity with
displacement are expected at higher temperatures.
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